Resources; the Geological Survey of Japan/AIST; University of Texas Arlington; and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Collaborating agencies are listed below in table 1. In addition to the numerous agencies and participants, several major Western organizations and universities have supported the project by inviting project-related talks and organizing symposia on the project at major and minor meetings, including the Colorado School of Mines; Stanford University; University of Alaska Fairbanks; University of Pittsburgh; the Alaska Miners Association; the Northwest Mining Association; and the Society of Economic Geologists.
This project extends and builds on data and interpretations from a previous project on Major Mineral Deposits, Metallogenesis, and Tectonics of the Russian Far East, Alaska, and the Canadian Cordillera that was conducted by the USGS, the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys, and the Geological Survey of Canada.
The chapters in this volume and for the associated publications were compiled by a large group of international geologists, using new concepts and definitions for analyzing the metallogenesis and tectonics of a large and geologically complex region. Research was conducted over a 7-year period with large, end-of-year workshops in Northeast Asia. Each chapter should have major global significance. The information presented here will be useful for several purposes, including regional tectonic analysis, mineral resource and metallogenic analysis, mineral-resource assessment, petroleum-resource analysis and assessment, neotectonic analysis, and analysis of seismic and volcanic hazards.
The purpose of this project is to benefit participants and customers by (1) providing a comprehensive international database on the mineral resources of the region that will be the first, extensive knowledge available in English; (2) providing substantially new interpretations of the origin and crustal evolution of mineralizing systems and their host rocks, thereby enabling enhanced, broad-scale metallogenic and tectonic reconstructions; and (3) promoting trade and scientific and technical exchanges between North America and Eastern Asia. With the numerous and detailed publications and presentations at important professional meetings (listed below), the project has provided vital data to a wide variety of customers for making sound economic planning and investment decisions and for increasing their geologic knowledge of the region, including (1) mining, petroleum, environmental, construction, investment, and information companies; (2) Federal and State government agencies in all countries; (3) professional organizations; (4) earth-science departments at universities; and (5) the news media.
Products of the Northeast Asia Project
Products for the project include (1) detailed mineral resource tables and location maps with data on 1,674 significant lode deposits and 91 selected placer districts in the project area, based on original, cited references; (2) regional geodynamics maps and detailed explanations that provide the geologic setting for mineral deposits and metallogenic belts; (3) mineral deposit location and metallogenic belt maps; and (4) metallogenic and tectonic interpretations, including a fourdimensional time-space model depicting the crustal origin and evolution of mineral deposits and host rocks. Publications are released in both hard copy (USGS publications and scientific journals), and digital format (CD-ROM, World Wide Web). S o u t h e a s t e r n S i b e r i a a n d T r a n s b a i k a l i a R u s s i a n F a r E a s t Geodynamics maps and mineral-resource data and maps are compiled and published as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) spatial datasets. Following is a list of all project publications through the date of this publication. Geographic information systems (GIS) spatial data compilation of geodynamic, tectonic, metallogenic, mineral deposit, and geophysical maps and associated descriptive
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